Dear Professor Markos Papageorgiou,

On behalf of the IEEE ITSC Operating Committee, we are very pleased to invite you to attend and be a keynote speaker of the 25th IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems, which will be organized as a Distributed-Hybrid Conference, to be held in Beijing and Macau, China, from September 18 to October 12, 2022.

IEEE ITSC 2022 aims to bring together researchers, students, and practitioners from across academia, industry, and government to share in scientific and technological advances as well as to gain a deeper understanding of the interactions of cyber-physical-social factors in Intelligent Transportation Systems. Of particular focuses are the human use in a large variety of intelligent transportation applications, including safety issues, intelligent vehicles, V2X and virtual-real interactions in ITS.

We sincerely hope you are able to accept our invitation. Your work is always at the forefront of this field. Your participation and presentation will be among the highlights of the conference.

The conference organizers will cover your airfare, conference registration, and on-ground costs including hotel and ground transportation, if you can attend the on-site conference.

We are looking forward to hearing your keynote at IEEE ITSC 2022.

Your Sincerely

Joseph Hun-Wei Lee
General Chair ITSC 2022

Fei-Yue Wang
Program Chair ITSC 2022